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Abstract—The upsurge of Industrial Internet of Things is

forcing industrial information systems to enable less hierarchical

information flow. The connections between humans, devices, and

their digital twins are growing in numbers, creating a need

for new kind of security and trust solutions. To address these

needs, industries are applying distributed ledger technologies,

aka blockchains. A significant number of use cases have been

studied in the sectors of logistics, energy markets, smart grid

security, and food safety, with frequently reported benefits in

transparency, reduced costs, and disintermediation. However,

distributed ledger technologies have challenges with transaction

throughput, latency, and resource requirements, which render the

technology unusable in many cases, particularly with constrained

Internet of Things devices.

To overcome these challenges within the Industrial Internet

of Things, we suggest a set of interledger approaches that

enable trusted information exchange across different ledgers

and constrained devices. With these approaches, the technically

most suitable ledger technology can be selected for each use

case while simultaneously enjoying the benefits of the most

widespread ledger implementations. We present state of the

art for distributed ledger technologies to support the use of

interledger approaches in industrial settings.

Index Terms—Distributed Ledger Technology; Blockchain;

Internet-of-Things Devices; Industrial Internet

I. Introduction
The term Industrial Internet was introduced by General

Electric in 2012 [1], originally denoting the the combination

of intelligent machines and advanced analytics, supporting

more intelligent design, operations, and maintenance. Today

the meaning has shifted somewhat, mostly referring to the in-

dustries moving from closed intranet-based ICT architectures

to more open, Internet-based ones, while deploying Internet

of Things (IoT) technologies.

Within this movement, there is a growing interest to-

wards utilizing distributed ledger technologies (DLTs), aka

blockchains, to induce collaboration across companies. For ex-

ample, in the energy sector alone, there are some 140 projects

that utilize such technologies [2]. However, there are few if

any successfully commercialized industrial deployments where

multiple companies collaborate across a distributed ledger.

This is, of course, partially explained by the immaturity of

the technology in general. However, there are other concerns,

the most often mentioned of which is companies keeping

their data tightly controlled and being unwilling to share it,

due to fearing their data being used against them or due

to the difficulty of defining a price for the data. This may

be attributed to the still poorly understood non- or anti-rival

nature of data [3], [4]. The most often cited technical concern

is the trade-off between the ledger scalability in terms of users

vs. transactions commit delay.

In this paper, we introduce the idea of interledger transac-

tions for the Industrial Internet and especially for the Industrial

IoT (IIoT), showing how such transactions be applied to

address the scalability, data control, and resource consump-

tion concerns. Furthermore, we surmise that the interledger

approach could be also used to alleviate the concerns related

to the immaturity of the technology, by allowing changes in

the underlying technology choices to be evolved. We refer

to this latter ability as ledger agility, alluding the structural

similarity with crypto agility [5].

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. First, in

Section II we provide background information on industrial

internet, distributed ledgers and typical deployment models.

In Section III a number of industrial use cases are described,

followed by Section IV on technological challenges of using

DLTs in the industrial internet context. A few potential solu-

tions are discussed in Section V. Conclusions are presented in

Section VI.

II. Background
A. Industrial IoT Security

Industrial IoT (IIoT) is facing security concerns from both

fundamentally vulnerable legacy applications and inherently

insecure IoT devices. Firstly, industries have traditionally

built their core functions to rely on internal networks that

are isolated from the public Internet. Therefore, many of

the industrial applications provide open access to sensitive

information and machine control interfaces. Partly due to this,

the Industrial Internet landscape is still strongly divided into

silos that can not be easily made accessible from the public

Internet.

Secondly, lower-end consumer-class IoT devices are often

connected straight to the public Internet, for the sake of ease

of installation and simplified usability. However, due to low

security, huge farms of IoT devices have been harnessed

into launching distributed attacks [6]. Hence, in the IIoT, the

systems as wholes have to be protected from both the legacy

vulnerabilities and the low-end-device issues.

These two concerns are now being brought together in

a multi-level architecture style for cyber-physical systems,

leveraging intelligent machines and their twins [7].



B. Digital Twins

Digital twins are becoming an integral part of the IIoT

architecture. With roots in many different fields and under

various terms [8], the term has had many definitions [9].

However, while details vary, the basic idea remains the same:

a digital twin is a virtual entity with a one-to-one relationship

to a real world object. Today, each twin is typically custom

built to serve a use case and therefore they look very different

from each other.

Ideally, a digital twin is used to convey all communication

between a physical device and the external world. In other

words, an ideal digital twin is a 24/7 one-stop-shop for the

best available information about the physical counterpart it

represents. From the organizational security point of view,

sharing data about real world objects will be easier to con-

trol when the datasets are arranged to well defined digital

twins. Furthermore, use of DLTs in industrial manufacturing

context is proposed to be performed by a specific software

component [10] that can be included in the digital twin.

C. Distributed Ledger Technologies

A distributed ledger is basically an append-only database

maintained by a set of computing nodes that communicate

over the Internet1 and jointly agree on storing the transac-

tions submitted to the database by the database users. In

many ledgers, the transactions are first packaged into so-

called blocks, which are then chained together. These systems

are the proper blockchains, including e.g. Bitcoin [11] and

Ethereum [12], the best known distributed ledgers. However,

the word blockchain is colloquially often used to denote all

distributed ledger technologies.

The nodes responsible for serializing transactions into the

ledger are often denoted as miners. Many ledgers also im-

plement a cryptocurrency system. In some ledgers, such as

Bitcoin and Ripple [13], the main function of the database

is to transfer virtual funds. Other ledgers, such as Ethereum

and Hyperledger Fabric [14], also include a virtual computing

machine (VM), which is used to define business logic.

However, in almost all cases, the main function of the

ledger is to act as a trusted, shared database. It is most often

maintained by a large set of miners, who usually do not fully

trust each other.

There are basically two defining features for distributed

ledgers:

• The ledger database is distributed. There are tens to thou-

sands of copies of the database. The miners implement a

jointly agreed consensus protocol.

• The transactions cannot be changed or removed once they

have been entered. Transactions are chained to each other

with cryptographic fingerprints.

D. Types of ledgers

Distributed ledger technologies (DLTs) may be divided into

two broad categories: permissionless and permissioned. De-

1In the case of private or consortium ledgers, the node may communicate
over a local or protected network instead of the Internet.
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Figure 1. Governance differences between private, consortium and public
ledgers. In private ledgers, the controlling authority is highly centralized even
if the network itself is decentralized. In contrast, consortium ledgers have a
limited set of authoritative nodes, but the overall authority is distributed with-
out any single party having a majority rule. A public ledger is decentralized,
with all parties having a fraction of the authority on the ledger (although not
necessarily equally).

pending how a particular database is deployed, the installations

may be further divided into public, consortium, and private

ledgers.

In a fully permissionless DLT, anyone is able to join the

DLT, taking up any role. Any node may opt to participate as

a validator,as a miner, or as a verifier. I the majority of the

blockchains there are no distinct validator and miner roles,

but the miners are responsible for both functions. However, in

some newer DLTs these roles are distinct.

In a permissioned DLT, the joining node needs to be

authenticated and authorized to take up certain roles. For

instance, a DLT could restrict the validator role to a predefined

set of authorized nodes, but let anyone read the database. Other

DLTs require authorization also for reading.

There is an essential difference between permissionless and

permissioned ledger technologies: reaching consensus among

a changing, dynamic group of untrusted strangers is funda-

mentally harder than reaching consensus within a well defined

group. Roughly speaking, a permissionless and public ledger

needs to be based on the so-called Nakamoto consensus [11].

These algorithms scale quite well in terms of the number of

users, but they incur a large energy cost and are quite slow. In

a permissioned or closed setting, on the other hand, redundant

Byzantine consensus is sufficient while retaining resiliency

against misbehaving parties [15]. Byzantine systems usually

do not scale that well, but tend to be orders of magnitude

faster and more energy efficient [16].

E. Deployment Scenarios: Public, Consortium, or Private

Considering the deployment scenarios, a fully public ledger

is one where anyone can act in any role. By definition,

they are based on some permissionless ledger technology,



such as Ethereum. A consortium ledger is one where certain

roles are limited to the members of a consortium, which in

turn consists of a number of distinct organizations or other

entities. Technically, a consortium ledger may be built upon

permissonless or permissioned technology. However, while

many people build their initial concept systems on Ethereum,

from the production point of view such practice doesn’t make

much sense, since the resulting closed Ethereum network

either requires a lot of energy to safely commit the transactions

or is prone to outside attacks by potential attackers with

sufficient computing capacity. Hence, in general, it is better

to base consortium ledgers on permissioned technology, such

as Hyperledger Fabric. Finally, a private ledger is typically

technically similar to a consortium ledger but enclosed inside

a single organization [17].

We summarize some of the differences in Table I on the ba-

sis of ledger’s throughput, latency, and resource requirements

for some of the ledgers mentioned in the text. The data for

each DLT is from the project’s own website, documentation

or wiki, unless otherwise specified.

III. Industrial opportunities

In this Section, we cover a number of industry sectors,

outlining the potential benefits. We first briefly present the

existing literature, followed by a summary of potential bene-

fits.

A. Examples of Industrial Use Cases

We consider the use of DLT in a number of industry sectors:

logistics, energy markets, smart grid security, and food safety.

1) Logistics: Logistics of physical items involves integra-

tion of material and information flows together with various

processes, and includes multiple stakeholders with different

needs and goals. Typically, the stakeholders do not fully trust

each other. According to Korpela et al. [18], many-to-many

integration models, including open source DLTs, are most

cost-effective in logistics, offering data security and cost-

effective transactions. DLTs have been suggested to be used to

track the origin and/or enhance the supply chain of e.g. phar-

maceuticals [19], [20], manufacturing [21], diamonds [22],

biorefining [23], ship building [23], container transport [24],

and consumer delivery optimization [25]. In particular, Gallay

et al. describe a peer-to-peer platform for decentralized lo-

gistics, where an IBM Bluemix [26] / Hyperledger Fabric2

blockchain is used as a shared ledger, together with other

components [23].

The potential benefits include enhanced transparency, con-

sumer and small company empowerment, and improved sus-

tainability and reduced environmental impact resulting from

increased transparency and consumer choice [23], [25], [27]–

[29].

2IBM Bluemix and Hyperledger Fabric are roughly speaking two different
marketing names for the same technology.

2) Energy Markets: The energy sector is facing growing

challenges in its transition to renewable energy sources (RES),

as energy production is becoming less centralized. The grid

needs to be updated to support reverse energy flows, and

the increasing RES production implies increasing needs for

electricity storage and real-time source capacity adjustments.

As a result, there is a growing need to use digitalization to

help balancing the supply and need.

Andoni et al. have provided so far the most comprehensive

academic review on blockchains and DLT in the energy sector,

with over 140 energy sector blockchain projects studied [2].

According to them, DLTs are considered to potentially 1)

improve the efficiency, 2) accelerate the development, 3)

provide innovation, and 4) improve current practises in the

energy sector. DLTs could provide solutions across the so-

called energy trilemma: reduce costs, improve security, and

promote sustainability. DLTs could play a role in e.g. billing,

trading, grid automation, grid management, identity manage-

ment, sharing of resources, creating competition, increasing

transparency, and creating data markets for third parties.

3) Smart Grid Security: Mylrea and Gourisetti [30], [31]

note that the power grid lacks the necessary security and

resilience measures to prevent cyber-attacks on distributed

energy resources (DER), including solar panels and wind.

This also extends to the control systems beyond the (smart)

electricity meter.

Dong et al. propose a very generic DLT based smart grid

cyber-physical infrastructure model which combines elements

from IoT, cloud computing, and DLT [32]. They propose

DLTs to be used for grid data protection, smart meter data

aggregation, and direct load control. Interestingly, they give a

conceptual example of a hierarchically organized ledger struc-

ture. In [33], the same research group report early simulation

experiments on a benchmark system consisting of 54 gener-

ators, 118 nodes and 186 branches, basically measuring the

probability of an attacker succeeding in confusing the system

state as a function of the number of sensors the attacker needs

to manipulate.

Ebrahimy et al. [34] report the findings from the First Inter-

national Cyber Security Workshop in Smart Energy Systems,

noting that DLTs could be used to enhance the self-defensive

capabilities of the energy systems against cyber attacks. Kim

and Huh [35] propose using a blockchain called Rainbowchain

to the smart grid and energy exchange.

4) Food Safety: To our knowledge, Tian [36] was the first

to propose using DLTs, together with RFIDs, to enhance food

safety, followed soon by e.g. Ge et al. [37], Lin et al. [38], Tse

et al. [39], Caro et al. [40], Galvez et al. [41], Kamath [42],

and Yiannas [43]. The basic idea is simple enough: increasing

trust through the immutability and transparency offered by a

public or consortium ledger. Furthermore, most of the papers

were at least partly motivated by the recent food scandals,

including the 2006 melamine milk scandal in China [44] and

the 2013 horse meat scandal in Europe [45], [46]. Some of

the more recent works, such as Galvez et al. [41], focus more

on the safety aspects, while many others are more focused on



the overall traceability.

From the present paper view, perhaps of most interest

is the preliminary experimental work with Ethereum and

Hyperledger Sawtooth by Caro et al. [40]. In particular, they

show how “both implementations have different properties and

capabilities that need to be considered”, referring to aspects

such as latency, scalability in terms of network size, maturity,

and operational costs.

B. Potential Benefits

Summarising the commonalities across the four industry

sectors, there are basically three frequently mentioned poten-

tial benefits: disintermediation, transparency, and reduced

costs. However, it should be noted that there appears to be a

lot of uncertainties related to the perceived cost structures.

Disintermediation may be considered as a specialized form

of decentralization, referring to the disappearance of inter-

mediators or trusted third parties. DLTs are quite generally

expected to lead to market structures where there is no trusted

market maker, like in today’s digital platforms, but where the

market is based on a DLT database recording the requests,

bids, deals, and even the events related to contractual obliga-

tions, including payments. However, this process is perceived

to take some time, largely due to the perceived immaturity of

the technology and associated legal and regulatory barriers.

Another commonly cited benefit is transparency. Most

DLTs allow all participating users to perceive and inspect all

transactions entered to the database, thereby becoming aware

of not only their own obligations and relationships, but also

of those that their business partners have with third parties.

Such increased visibility is likely to lead better understanding

of the financial situation of all of the companies in the field,

both by regulators and by the competitors. This, in turn, has

the potential of leading to increasing trust and reversing the

current erosion of social capital.

Finally, while many works note the uncertainty related to

costs or even the higher operational costs of many DLTs

compared to the traditional distributed databases, there are

also strong expectations about reduced cost for transacting,

contracting, enforcement, and compliance. These expectations

are usually not directly perceived as immediate benefits from

deploying DLTs, but from their longer term effects in terms

of reducing the search and transaction costs in one hand and

contract agreement and enforcement in the other hand, both

due to the increased transparency. It is also expected that

the costs related to compliance enforcement may be reduced,

apparently again mostly due to the increased transparency.

However, we surmise that the increased transparency alone

is unlikely to lead to the discussed potential benefits. Instead,

there is a need for additional measures and technologies, such

as regulation endorsing new governance models, introducing

new compensation methods, and enabling smart behaviour by

integrating ledgers with physical actuation and measurement

using cryptographically strong, easily verifiable manners.

Table I
Properties of Selected Ledgers

DLT Throughput Latency

Technologies for public or permissionless ledgers
Bitcoin 7 tps >10 minutes
Ethereum 25 tps >15 seconds
Ripple 50 000 tps seconds

Technologies for private / consortium or permissioned ledgers
Hyperledger Fabric >1 000 tps a few seconds
R3 Corda 15-2000+ tps seconds–minutes

IV. Technology challenges
There are several challenges facing the widespread adoption

of DLTs for industrial use. Some of these problems relate

to the security, governance, performance, and reliability of

distributed ledgers. A common theme currently is that these

concerns are often solved by some, but not all, generally

available DLTs. We may expect that as the technology matures,

these concerns will be eventually addressed.

At present, the easiest use case for distributed ledgers is

in the private, “internal” use by a single organization. Here,

the organization makes the selection of which distributed

ledgers to use. While there may be some concerns left, it

is likely that most requirements can be met. However, if

there is any need to interact with public or permissionless

ledgers, the business needs, such as reaching the maximum

potential customer audience with minimal investments, narrow

the choice of available ledgers to only the few with the largest

market share (for example, Bitcoin and Ethereum).

After the concerns such as the market share, the biggest

technological problems facing an organization on the choice of

a ledger are throughput, latencies, and resource requirements.

For many industrial applications, throughput or latency may

limit the applicability of the ledger, while resource require-

ments limit the capability of industrial devices to become

active participants in the ledger. These are described in detail

in the following sections.

A. Throughput

The common measurement of distributed ledger throughput

is its transactions per second rate (TPS). It is also often

misleading, as for an accurate comparison one would need

to take the size of transactions into consideration. In ledgers

that are used only for value transfers across accounts, a

transaction is of fixed size, or varies typically with only a

small range. However, in ledgers with more flexible evaluation

models, e.g. incorporating smart contracts, the “size” of a

transaction is more variable. For example, a fully utilized

Ethereum block may contain anything from over three hundred

transactions of minimal size to just a single, computationally

“large” transaction3 — thus, the TPS for the public Ethereum

network can vary between 0.07 and 25. This may be compared

to the throughput of a value-transfer based public ledger,

3Based on the Ethereum network settings as of early March 2019.



such as Ripple, which claims to be able to attain a rate of

50 000 transactions per second [13].

While there are developments and technologies to increase

the throughput of slower public distributed ledgers, such as

payment channels [47], [48], and sharding [49], [50], one still

must confront the restrictions that a low, or highly variable

TPS rate of a distributed ledger imposes on industrial use

cases. A smaller transaction rate can lead to higher contention

and competition by users to complete transactions, leading to

increased transaction costs and processing times. This effect

has been observed multiple times in Ethereum, for example,

when sudden interest in an ICO [51] or a game [52] has led

to a shortage of the available transaction processing capacity.

Overall, if interaction with a lower throughput ledger is

required, this restricts feasible industrial usage scenarios. Prag-

matically, any use case that requires a high guarantee on timely

transaction completion, or with a high rate of transactions, is

practically eliminated.

B. Latency

The first, and economically still the largest distributed

ledger, Bitcoin, has a block time, e.g. the average time between

completed blocks and thus the fastest time a transaction can be

included in the ledger, of 10 minutes. To guard against double-

spend attacks, more than one block should be observed before

a transaction should be considered as committed. The exact

number of blocks to wait depends on risk factors, such as the

value of the transaction and the capabilities of the assumed

adversary [53]. The general trend, since Bitcoin, has been

towards ledgers with lower latencies. For example, Ethereum’s

block time is 15 seconds on the average, and Ripple claims

to have transaction commitment delay of a few seconds [13].

Thus, while the throughput of the distributed ledger may

be sufficient for an use case, the latency may still prove to

be an obstacle. If interaction with Bitcoin is required, and any

latency less than half an hour is required, then one must instead

look into the use of payment channels [47], [48]. Another

complication is that when a multi-step operation is performed

across different organizations using a smart contract, the total

latency is multiplied by the number of distinct transaction steps

that are required for the operation. Thus, if a use case requires

multiple sequential transactions to be completed within a

few tens of seconds, many distributed ledgers currently in

widespread use are immediately ruled out.

C. Resource Requirements

Participating in a distributed ledger can impose heavy

requirements on the available resources. These include, in

varying degree on different ledgers, requirements on the CPU,

memory, storage and network. For any kind of industrial

device either completely or partially dependent on battery

power, the cumulative effect of CPU, storage and network

use on the battery life is also an important consideration.

Note that in all cases discussed here, we assume that the

resource requirements apply to a node that is not an active

participant in the consensus algorithm (e.g. not a miner, which

usually is the most resource-intensive role on a DLT).

1) CPU: A node that validates all of the state changes

on the ledger does require processing proportional to the

actual transaction rate (throughput) on the network. Generally,

public DLTs supporting smart contracts have the greatest CPU

requirement, and private ledgers with only value transactions

require the least.

2) Storage: For ledgers with a large state and no method

of intermediate state pruning (such as in Vault [54]), the

storage requirements can grow large. For example, even if

transaction histories are omitted and only the set of unspent

transaction outputs in Bitcoin is serialized4, even this is three

gigabytes in size [55]. Similarly, the storage requirements of

an Ethereum node varies, but even in minimal configuration

is tens of gigabytes [56]. Thus, the consideration of storage

space available on the node is a severe constraint on a DLT

database.

3) Network: The network requirements of a node can vary

significantly between bootstrapping and steady-state opera-

tions [54]. During bootstrap, e.g. during the node setup on

the network, the amount of data that needs to be fetched

by the device can vary from relatively small (a few hundred

megabytes) to hundreds of gigabytes depending on the DLT.

During the steady-state operation, the frequency of updates on

the network has a strong effect on the network requirements

and the latency of a node with respect to the network [57].

D. Other Challenges

A large number of many other concerns can be attributed

to the relative newness of the research field, including lack

of established standards in the area5. Similarly, there are no

established benchmarks for measuring DLT performance, and

any benchmarks that exist are strictly limited to a narrow set

of DLTs. This is in large contrast to established benchmarks

that exist, for example, in the field of databases (TPC-C

benchmarks). For industrial uses, the licensing model of the

technology is an issue — while non-viral open-source licenses

are usually acceptable for integration to industrial systems, the

availability and continuity of development and support must

be considered for any system with a long expected lifetime.

Furthermore, there is currently a definite competence gap,

with relatively few people with good understanding of DLTs,

making competence acquisition and retention a challenge.

Finally, almost all ledger technologies today have severe

limitations in terms of crypto-agility [5]. Each and every

cryptographic algorithm has a finite lifetime. Some of them

are more resilient than others, extending their lifetime by e.g.

increasing the key length, but it is seldom longer than 30

years. For the so-called hash functions, the secure lifetime

has usually been less than 10 years [58].

Most modern cryptographic protocols have been designed

to be crypto-agile, meaning that the underlying cryptographic

functions can be changed without the protocol itself being

affected. Not so for blockchains. Today’s public blockchains

4The set of unspent transactions in Bitcoin needs to be known by nodes to
prevent double-spend attacks.

5There are standardization efforts, such as ISO/TC 307 or ILP from W3C.



and many other DLTs do not support changing the underlying

algorithms. Furthermore, it is very unlikely that they would

even in the near future, due to their inflexible governance

models [59].

V. Potential Solutions

We separate potential solutions of how to improve usability

of DLTs in industrial context, with special focus of integrating

IoT devices to a ledger, into two categories: direct integration

models and indirect integration models, discussed below.

A. Direct Integration Models

In direct integration models the desired functionality of the

target ledger is directly integrated into the service system,

potentially through intermediary nodes. Therefore, for an

IoT device operating on a DLT, we identify four possible

integration models, based on and slightly paraphrased from

earlier work by Özyılmaz and Yurdakul [60]:

1) Full Validating Node: The device may itself be a full

validating node, if it has sufficient resources to operate on the

DLT directly. Note that the assumption is that for most public

ledgers this is not feasible. However, this may be a feasible

approach for private and consortium ledgers where the ledger

technology can be selected more freely.

2) Thin Client: The device may operate as a thin client,

and use so-called “light protocols” to access the DLT. The light

protocols that are used in public blockchains often can provide

only probabilistic security assurances, while on permissioned

ledgers, if there is an explicit trust model that the device can

use to compute ledger validity efficiently, the device may

attain higher security guarantees even as a thin client. Note

that in the general thin client scenario, the device has no

direct trust relationship with the light protocol server node it

is communicating with (in contract to trusted gateway below).

3) Trusted Gateway: The device may have access to a

trusted gateway. In this scenario, the device uses a ledger

protocol (such as light client protocol) so that it still re-

tains understanding of the DLT itself. The trusted gateway

is assumed to be a validating node, able to provide high

security assurances of the ledger state to the device. The trust

relationship may be explicit (such as a commercial service

contract) or implicit (same owner). The trusted gateway thus

provides a trusted interface to the ledger, but it does not

assume the role of the device.

4) Trusted Service: The device may also relegate all DLT

operations to a trusted service, thereby allowing the service to

assume the role of the device and operate on its behalf. The

device itself does not retain any explicit knowledger of the

DLT anymore. The device-to-service interface can be specifi-

cally tailored to the needs of the device and service, allowing

low resource consumption. However, from the device’s point

of view, it is completely reliant on the trusted service to uphold

the security model regarding DLT operations.
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Figure 2. Interledger operations across differently governed ledgers. Cases
A–F describe operations across two ledgers, but it is possible to construct in-
terledger operations that operate across more than two ledgers simultaenously,
as in case G.

B. An Indirect Approach: Interledger

The other approach is to integrate the device to a target DLT

indirectly, across multiple ledgers, where the device integrates

to some other ledger than the target ledger, and interledger

operations are used to integrate across these ledgers. Here

the device integrates directly (in the most secure manner)

on the ledger that can now be selected to be compatible

with the device’s resource constraints. The operations that

must be performed on another ledger (such as on a public

blockchain) are then bridged across the ledgers using an

interledger gateway.

Several techniques exist, and are being researched, on how

to perform interledger operations securely with full guaran-

tees of transaction completion across multiple ledgers. For

example, [61] defines six different categories of interledger

techniques: atomic cross-chain transactions, sidechains, bridg-

ing, ledger-of-ledgers, payment channels, and layered value

transfer protocols. In other cases, the interledger operations

may carry financial risks, but the protocol is designed to make

any nonconformance auditable [62].

The use of interledger operations allows many different

types of DLTs to be joined together, as shown in Fig. 2. One

common need is to transfer value (payments) across different

ledgers, which has been demonstrated to be feasible across

multiple public and consortium ledgers [63] (cases A and D

in Fig. 2).

Interledger operations across different consortiums can oc-

cur when two consortiums operating in the same business

area collaborate. For example, competing logistic consortia

could potentially collaborate on product safety issues, using

interledger operations to establish a non-repudiable audit-

ing trail without devolving confidential business information.

Similarly, collaboration across industries facilitated through

interledger operations are possible, such as integrating sensor

information from cargo logistics across to just-in-time man-



ufacturing (case E). Similarly, organizations partaking in a

consortia may wish to use an internal ledger for their industrial

device integration (e.g. use a ledger suitable for constrained

devices), or even across organizations’ private ledgers (cases

C and F).

Some early versions of interledger technologies are already

in production use, such as the Wanchain 3.0 Bitcoin Bridge to

Ethereum [64].

A number of new use cases for DLTs can be conceived

by the interledger approach, as it enables leveraging the

benefits of private, consortium and public ledgers in one

application. For example, a network of digital twins could have

its own lightweight private ledger to which the devices are also

connected. This private ledger is used for quick and reliable

transfer of information between the devices and their digital

twins. The digital twins can be responsible for the heavier

roles of the ledger, whereas devices just utilize the reliability.

With interledgers, this private ledger can be tied to the rest

of the world, for example thereby enabling payments, through

any consortium and/or public ledgers.

Finally, we surmise that our interledger approach could

be used to introduce crypto-agility to DLTs through ledger

agility. That is, instead of making a specific blockchain,

such as the Bitcoin, crypto agile, we suggest making the

interledger system independent of the underlying ledgers.

Once a new and better DLT is introduced, it may be added to

the system through the interledger mechanisms. Similarly, if a

vulnerability is found in an existing ledger, it may be phased

out of the system.

Overall, however, interledger operations have currently in-

herent limitations, and are most constrained by the latencies

of associated ledgers. These may be sometimes alleviated

through the use of sidechains, off-chain cryptographic proofs,

and operating under optimistic assumptions, but substantial

open questions still remain.

VI. Conclusion
There is a growing interest towards distributed ledger based

solutions within various sectors of the industry, with about

140 distinct research projects in the energy sector alone [2]

and probably several thousand altogether. However, despite

of this quite tremendous interest, there are few if any projects

that have actually led to commercially viable, market ready

solutions. The reasons for this situation appear to be manyfold,

including issues related to business models, the anti-rival

nature of data, immaturity of technology, lack of established

standards, and e.g. lack of enforcing regulation.

In this paper, we have suggested using the so-called inter-

ledger approaches to solve or alleviate some of the problems

that are currently slowing the adaption of the technology. In

particular, the use of interledger methods allows organizations

to mitigate technology and vendor lock-in risks, maximizing

their capability to integrate into existing ledger networks, and

offer flexibility regarding new developments in the rapidly

developing field of distributed ledger technologies.
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